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Effect and Quantification of Risk in 
Enterprise Product Development 
Portfolios
Outcomes
1. Measures of risk and procedures 
useful at the enterprise product 
portfolio level
2. Heuristics and practices for 
managing risks at the enterprise 
level in product development
3. Demonstration of applicability of 
metrics and practices to an existing 
product development portfolio
4. Conference and Journal Papers
5. Doctoral dissertation June 2008
Methodology
Using a combination of:
• Interviews with portfolio managers




• Metrics and methods for assessing 
risk at the Enterprise/portfolio level
• Best practices for managing risk at 
the Enterprise/portfolio level
Enterprise Risk and Product 
Development Portfolios
"The views expressed on this poster are those of the author and do not reflect the official policy or position of the United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government. "
US Air Force Case study data
•Done at USAF Product Center
•Majority of ‘Portfolio Leaders’
interviewed
•All said risk was important
•Most said ‘Portfolio management’ is art; 
quadrant III reflects their capabilities
•Only 1 leader resonated with ‘Portfolio 
risk’ and claimed to manage portfolio using 
it
Can Risk be used to create an advantage 
across a product development portfolio?
Few product development (PD) enterprises consistently create new products on time and on 
schedule.  This research explores how risk management at the enterprise portfolio level may 
help enterprises to manage their entire PD value stream more effectively.
Assertion: A product development portfolio objective is to maximize value in the presence of uncertainty, not to necessarily minimize risk
Key Questions:
•How should risk be aggregated to the 
portfolio level? 
•How does a portfolio manager make use of 
aggregate risk information?
Initial Observations:
1. Using risk information at the portfolio level is 
not well understood
2. Risk aggregation methods that bridge the gap 
between individual programs and a portfolio 
are lacking
3. Traditional “Portfolio Leaders” in USAF 
Acquisition do not have real portfolio 
authorities
Research Timeline




Interviews, case study, 
initial simulation & 
modeling
Refine & calibrate 
model, data analysis
Complete cases, data 
analysis, portfolio 
application




















Air Force Programming Process








































































































Year 2 and 4 (on-budget)
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Item of Interest: Capability End Item delivery
Budget Process: includes BES through Congressional action
(Planning)
(M/M/1) (Erlang C?)
Item of Interest: Budget Line Items
Programming Process: developing FYDP and POM
(strategy)
(M/M/s) to (M/M/s) (Erlang C?)
Item of Interest: POM Portfolio items
Requirements Process: unique materiel capability requests
(Marketing)
(M/M/s)
Item of interest: Requirement documents
Requirements output/Budget output/Acquisition Inputs
Name                                                                                          Attribute
Document                                            KPP, Sepcifications, Arrival Type
Money    Color, Time period, Goals (Obs & Exp), Amount, Arrival Type
Personnel                                                    Rank, Skill, # of, Arrival type
Budget Documents                                         Amount, Plan, Arrival type
FYDP                                                        $$, Color of money, schedule
Information                          Verbal, Dynamic, Annual rate, Artifact type
Uncertainty                                                                                              
Variability                                                                                                
Output Acquisition/Input others
Name                                                                         Attribute
Contract                                    $$, Schedule, Specifications
Money                                                     Progress Payments
Information          Verbal, Dynamic, Arrival Rate, Arrival type
Uncertainty                                                                             
Variability                                                                                
Final Outputs
Name                            Attribute
End Item   Performance, Quality
Other Input/Output
Name                                                              Attribute
Information                  Verbal, Written Dynamic, Type
Programming Output/Budget Input
Name                                                                      Attribute
POM                                      $$, Color of money, schedule
portfolio                                         programs, delivery items
Information        Verbal, Dynamic, Annual rate, Artifact type
Document                         KPP, Specifications, Artifact type
uncertainty                                                                            
variability                                                                              
Requirements Output
Name                                                                 Attribute
Document                   KPP, Specifications, Artifact type
Information Verbal, Dynamic, Annual Rate, Artifact type
Parameters
Arrival Rate: Poisson
Service Time: ~6 - 12 months
Queue capacity: ~25/month
System state (integer number of documents): ~100?
(Source: ACC Requirements personnel)
Parameters
Arrival Rate: Poisson
Service Time: 12 months
Queue capacity: Sum of all portfolios must be less than/equal to TOA;
out-years bring programs to completion




Service Time: not less than 12 months
Queue capacity: TOA




Service Time: 3 months
Queue capacity: ???
System state (integer number of documents): contract actions





System state (integer number of documents): End item unit(s)
(Source: personal info; ESC discussions)
Customers
Customer output/Requirements input
Name                Attributes
Integrated Priority List (IPL)
Comprehensive Joint Assessment
Issue Nominations/Change Proposals
Most Pressing Military Issues (MPMI)












Enterprise Risk – Risk reflected in cost, schedule or performance of programs by threshold 
or risk impacting multiple programs, sharing either common operational or common 
organizational objectives that may or may not have independent resource and decision-
making structures.
Enterprise Risk Management - A framework for identifying, planning and reducing cost, 
schedule and technical risk exposure across multiple programs that share either common 
operational or common organizational objectives but that may or may not have independent 
resource and decision-making structures.  Not Project Risk management or Program Risk 
management
Enterprise Model 
Development
Refined 
Enterprise Model
